
10 MOST
Effective Tips to Write
Engaging Facebook
Post. 

Grab them Now
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BE  NATURAL
Facebook user hate to be bored. Facebook is 
to connect and have fun. They hate being 
sold too. Keep your tone relaxed, personal 
and fun.
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Make your posts matter to the people you are 
targeting. Posts should encourage immediate 
action. Humor is fantastic but not if it isn’t 
relatable to the topic at hand.

BE  RELEVANT2



Images are much loved not just by Facebook
users but also by the algorithms that make your 
post more important than others. Again, keep it 
relevant and entertaining.

BE  VISUAL3



Take as few words as you can to say what you 
need to say. Fluff or rambling will lose them. 
Many never click below the initial text that is 
hidden beyond the ‘see more’.

BE  SUCCINCT4



Engage the emotions and you’ll get attention. 
Posts get shared and discussed because of 
their emotional value. Ever noticed how many 
likes for a cat or a meal? Find a way to make it 
relevant to your topic.

BE  EMOTIONAL5



A great ploy to get interaction is to ask a 
question. Everyone has an opinion and some like 
to express them, especially online. Questions 
can get great interaction, and get you noticed 
and liked more.

ASK FANS6



Everyone loves a good inspirational post that 
gets the emotions involved. Post QUOTES is the 
best way to get shares and interaction. Make 
your own or search for some.

POST QUOTES7



Stop the hard sell. Interest them to want to 
know more without selling. If you ask for likes 
or for sales not only will the people resist, 
Facebook may not give you any extra 
algorithm juice.

PLAY  RIGHT8



Full URL links are the way to go. Anything you 
shorten will get less engagement. Keep links 
to external websites in full and keep the text 
short and engaging.

USEFUL  LINKS9



This may be the most important. Be genuine. 
Be a person. People come to your page for you, 
not for the hard sell. Be funny, be vulnerable, 
have opinions but don’t be mean, and let 
them know who you are. Just be personable, 
professional and friendly. People react to 
people not products.

BE  YOURSELF10



ABOUT VOCSO
VOCSO is a creative Web Design Agency 
based out of India. Our goal is to help small 
to medium businesses expand their 
business online leveraging the best 
combination of web and mobile solutions 
and digital strategy. Our experienced team of 
designers, coders and business consultants 
transform all your web assets (your website, 
mobile apps, social media pages) into 
effective lead generation channels that work 
for you 24x7. 

We're eager to learn about your business 
and how we can help expand it online. 

CONTACT US: 
Office Address: 
SCF-39, 1st Floor, Sector 16A 
Market Faridabad, India –
121002 

Phone: +91 981 823 8348 
+91 9891045644 

Email: Info@vocso.com 

www.vocso.com
ww.vocso.com/blog
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